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Christmas Program 1999 

Who is the Jesus? Miracle of the Bleeding Cross. 

Talk in the Baba Temple at the Ashram 

December 25, 1999 – Christmas Day 

 

 

Swami: Ah, Nancy and Cindy and Marie and... yah, I want to 
recommend them to come front. Nancy and Anya, Cindy, Marie... 
who else? Myuri, yah, she’s here. These guys, really, really, they did a 
huge hard work to Swami to organize to everybody to brought here. 
So, once more, just first I’m saying now, I want very, very thankful to 
them and everybody has to say thanks to them. They really did a 
hard work. Thank you guys. And I want to make a group photo with 
them, please. Permission? They were like a, my like a hands, like a 
Durga hands.  Stand up, stand up, hmmm come, like here. You don’t 
know how to take kodak moment?  (laughter)  Good . . . 

So, they really did a huge hard work. Even though I’m cooking them, 
they so going hard time, but they made it! Thank you guys! And, 
unfortunately, Virginia is not here. And she also did a beautiful hard 
work. I hope probably she will come back to birthday. With her 
mother problem she left. And they wrote a beautiful book on Swami 
and the elements, on the elements about different experiences. It is so, 
so, so, beautiful. It’s a big entertainment book but we plan to release 
on the January 1st. We have only like six days more. Finally, I gave 
up that idea. I’m postponing to the January 8th, to release the book. 
To print it in Bangalore some thousands of copies so we’ll see Baba 
grace. 

No need to anybody confused on the elements and especially this 
program, what I teach, different, all the different techniques, 101 
techniques. The techniques, uh, it seems to very powerful than the 
Reiki, and a...what about the healing techniques that you mentioned 
in the western healing techniques?  

Lothar:  Pardon me?  
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Swami:  Reiki, ENP . . . 

Lothar: NLP and Faith healing. 

Swami: Does it make sense what I teach, all the healings? Compared 
with my teaching healings, does it make any sense? Be honest. What 
do you mean? Uh-huh. 

So no doubt, the Sai Shakti Healing Techniques within in a couple 
years it goes in the world. Unbelievable, great successfully to helps 
very powerfully in the world, especially how to decharge yourself, 
how to bring the will power, how to recognize yourself. It tells 
exactly what is the healing. What is the real healing? 

The healing means, you’re going to one healer, he’s touching you 
then he’s charging you hundred dollars. That’s not the healing. 
Forget it, the real healing, soul healing.  I think already I teach many, 
many times. In a couple days, I’m teaching about...after all the 
hundred one healings, I think already I gave like twenty-five, twenty- 
six, thirty healings? Probably I think, twenty or more, twenty to thirty. 
Am I? No? Hey! Yes? No? Fifteen. Fifteen healings. Easily fifteen. 
There is like a . . . In the fifteen, again we have to talk like a, near, 
near eighty-five, ninety healings. So definitely I’m going to complete 
after today. After tomorrow is like a big flight taking off to all the 
teachings. The huge hard work, and that Surya Yantra and tomorrow 
I will teach the moon mantra. Surya Yantra I think everybody learned 
it? Is it very simple? Is it make any sense about the Surya energy, the 
sun energy how it affects on the people? Is it make sense?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  What happened? Somebody yes, somebody… its make huge 
sense. By overall, the Sai Shakti Healing Techniques, it over takes, it 
beats. It beats means, no healing technique can beat that healing 
techniques. It’s simple, easy. Who generally hears Swami voice, who 
generally reaches Swami’s the healing techniques – everybody’s self- 
healers. Then no need to go, to consult any healer in the universe. 
This is true. 

So, it’s pretty interesting, I hope everybody is listening and, uh... 
understanding very well. Since four days, since five days? Since four 
or five days, deeply and I assume everybody have a little sicknesses, 
main problem is diarrhea with stomach problems. Is a big, too much 
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eating. So everybody have to be control what you’re eating. Don’t be 
like a huge hungry. Don’t be like a, not eat too much, like maintain 
your appetite. 

When you feel hungry just you put something. You understand? Like 
one day boiled vegetables, like one time in a day only vegetables. 
Next time like only some dahl, rothi, much mineral water to stay 
meditate. Any one-day, next day, again only fruits, much fruits, some 
fruits and some milk, drinking the water, staying….you have to 
maintain, otherwise big diarrhea. I think already I’m seeing. How 
many people got diarrhea? I think twenty-five, thirty people, is it true 
Lothar?  

Lothar: Yes, very much so. 

Swami: Uh-uh, no chance, no way. So, try to take your health, and 
tell to Clint and this Martin. Everybody has to come. Today already 
9:00 o’clock, everybody’s thinking little hungry, Swami we have to go 
jump and eat, come back. Is anybody thinking like that? Philip? 

Philip: One time I’m not. ! 

Swami: One time? 

!Philip: I believe one time. ! 

Swami: What is that meaning? ! 

Monika L: This is the only time he’s not hungry.  

Nancy: First time in his whole life. (Group laughter) 

Swami: I know you very well. Beginning stage when he came India, 
he really, really, really tortured me. He can’t eat spicy food, he can’t 
lay down on the floor, he can’t sit in the car. Is it okay to talk? (group 
laughter) Of course I can talk. He can’t sit in the back. He have some 
…I’m looking this guy, “Oh my gosh, how can I heal him?” He need 
only some specific food but he wants to travel with me. It’s very hard 
to arrange what he likes, the food that way in India. But finally he 
made it by his meditation, and Swami giving Shaktipat. Lothar, I 
hope he’s doing very good, is it true? 

Philip:  I gained ten kilos.  
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Swami:  What? 

Monika L:  He gained ten kilo’s, he gained ten kilos, it makes good 
senses. 

Swami:  So, everybody want to go eat?  Shall we?  Everybody can 
wait for until 10:30, like they’ll be back in ten minutes, by 10:30? 

Lothar:  For once the German people don’t want to eat because after 
all, it’s Christmas and we don’t have our German Christmas cake. 

Swami: I will finishing by 10:30 my talk, 10:30, 10:45 every body can 
go and eat, change your dresses, get free, like free dresses. Remove 
all your flowers and everything. Come a little fresh, facing water and 
fresh. Jump here from midnight, by twelve o’clock I started to sing 
my songs and connecting and hooking the Jesus. Then there’s a big 
chance when the cross started to bleeding, Swami also get little affect 
with his health. The same energy, first it affects on me. Already I 
explained to Philip how to take care.  So Philip and Monika L., then 
he can choose two, three people can handle me. So it’s a pretty 
interesting process. After three hours later we’ll start, until to that, be 
in the peace, silence, peacefully. Think on the Jesus. Suck as much as 
you can in the peace in you.  Ok?  Sit in meditation. 

(Small break for the students) 

Swami: Even though I’m a Swami, but a… I will ask him sometimes 
to coming and to seeing the Vaastu principals. From his childhood 
days he practiced and he researched huge! He’s seen like some 
hundreds of thousands of houses, fixing of the Vaastu principal. He’s 
so, so incredible master. So tomorrow until to evening he’ll be here. 
He’ll be here until to tomorrow lunch. I’m so sorry I wasn’t able to 
come here. He came and he got a little back fracture, a little sick. 
That’s why I’m take care on him. He’s like my grandfather. So I’ll be 
back, you want to use the restroom? Tomorrow everybody can talk to 
him, some questions and answers. 

Monika L:  Because we interpret the bible different ways, the same 
words mean different things to different people. 

Swami: Look, new millennium is coming. So interesting energies is 
growing in the universe from the 2000. That energy it will be either 
positive or it will be negative. It’s like a big event. It’s like a big 
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mystery in the peoples - huge unbalancing. But who have the really 
big spiritual hearts to connecting to the cosmic, forget about Jesus, 
forget about Baba, forget about Swami Kaleshwar, forget about 
everybody! Connecting with your heart to the open nature, to the 
cosmic. Do you know what means by cosmic? Cosmic means, 
whatever the energy starting to giving you, a creation, that basic 
creation to opening your heart, to hooking with that completely with 
our truth heartfully. When we started to do that, no doubt huge 
result, high positive result. There is no negativity can touch you 
anymore. How to suck that cosmic energy? It is a cosmic energy, 
easily we can suck it, it has to be through some holy persons. We 
can’t handle directly that cosmic energy. Through some holy persons, 
either maybe Jesus, Shirdi Baba, Guru Mai, Maharishi, Muktananda – 
any Baba’s any Swami’s, any holy mans, any holy souls. Through 
them, first we have to be able to receive their energy, to taste. When 
you are ready to taste their energy, then that energy makes you to 
connect the cosmic. Without tasting the love from the Master, from 
the holy man, from any person, a traditional strong soul man, if you 
can’t get love from him, if you can’t receive the energy from him, if 
your heart is closed to such type of the people, there is no chance - 
you can’t suck the cosmic energy. You can’t connect to the universe, 
you can’t connected to the creation of the nature.  

We have to understand, we’re just a small peanut in the biggest, huge 
God creation, incredible creation we are just a small, a small nut.  If 
we feel, “I’m so great. I am giving the healing. I’m the man, the 
person, the big healer, I am a God, I’m a incredible man...” If you 
start to think, from that day onwards, the huge negativity is around 
you ready to bite at any time as a big cobra. Even though you are a 
supreme master, you have to be completely surrender to where you 
came from, your knowledge, who is your master. 

Suppose me, even though I have huge following, when, whatever 
Shirdi Baba when he’s living, I have to surrender completely with my 
heart to the Baba feet, to be with clear heart and humbleness. Then 
you can do whatever you like, whatever your heart says in a positive 
way. Then you can easily connect the cosmic. In the cosmic means, I 
can say the five elements, entire this creation in the universe.  So, the 
Jesus... actually I started a book to write with the Philip and Monika 
L., but they unfortunately with some energy disturbed… we stop that 
to not to finish it.  How much you did Philip? 
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Philip:  Half. 

Swami: Half. In future, by grace of Baba and Jesus, definitely it will 
come out or may not be.  Is it true?  It will come out or not? 

Monika L:  If we have their grace it will come out, yes, I’d like it to be, 
yes. 

Swami: Even though the people not believe of that, Jesus also is a big 
researcher to find the power, to receiving the energy - he came India. 
I think tomorrow Philip and Monika L. can explain what I teach very 
deeperly in their book about Jesus and his energy, what his greatness 
is, I explained them very deeperly. It’s not the right time to talk very 
highest levels. Can you do that Philip?  

Philip: Yes. 

Swami: You can do tomorrow. So if you ask ourselves the question, 
“Who is the Jesus?” He’s the man of huge love - that love is 
incredible. With your heart just if you started to make the flame, the 
love flame, that flame taking day-by-day, day-by-day huge bigger. 
When you starting the huge bigger, you can command on the Jesus 
very, very easily. You can’t command on the Jesus with your will 
power, like dominating, like you can’t do anything like against. 
Through only the love you have to suck him - no mantras, no yantras, 
no tantras, nothing will work in front of him. Only with your open 
heart and love you have to suck him, “Please, please,” like begging, 
like really opening heart, otherwise simply going church and doing 
like a process, like normal prayer, doing, coming up, wasting of your 
time. 

Even today, what I’m giving in the process, by exactly by midnight, 
twelve o’clock what everybody’s feeling right now, this energy, after 
midnight twelve o’clock that energy. Just everybody can see that, 
how much difference - entire huge different. So, Jesus also, he 
meditated in India. He traveled almost in many, many huge countries, 
researching, huge researching. He learned many, many supernatural 
techniques. There’s different people have different ideas, “Oh 
Swami’s giving some buttering. He’s giving the wrong information.” 
It’s up to their hearts. It’s my feeling, I’m saying it’s what I know this 
fact, I’m explaining.  Some people will say Jesus is married. How 
many people heard that Jesus married? How many people believe 
that? Okay, how many people believe Jesus came to India?  What do 
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you mean like that?  Philip you don’t believe it? 

So, in 1999, ending of this Millennium, my message to my 
students…We can easily suck Jesus energy. What I’m going to teach 
each person, personal, one small prayer. Like each person, like a 
fifteen, twenty seconds… when I’m starting to giving my program, 
when everybody’s I’m inviting them in the hall, I’m putting this cross 
in the cave, my meditation cave. I’m pulling some people who are 
receiving highest, incredible healing capabilities. They can see the 
practically, the energy first of all then every body can go and touch it 
with their hands.  Like meditate for fifteen minutes, twenty minutes 
and wash out. 

When the Jesus...what is the inner secrecy when he’s giving? When 
he’s demonstrating the miracles, it’s not his nature to do the miracles. 
At the time, it is necessary to hook the people’s heart, to make them 
to believe, to make them the power is there, to make them… a person 
a man can do any wonders. In the Bible, did the Jesus said he is a 
God?  Anybody read that, Philip?  

Philip:  No, he never said he’s a God. 

Swami:  He ever said he’s a messenger of the God?  Hey nobody read 
the Bible? 

Jonathan:  Yes, “Ye shall not come to the father except through me.”  

Swami:  Pardon me? 

Jonathan: In order to get to the big God the father, he said you must 
come through me, through Jesus. 

Swami:  Monika L., can you help me? 

Monika L.:  Just like you said earlier, you have to go to a saint to 
experience the cosmic energy. Jesus said you have to go to the father 
through me. That’s what he was saying. 

Swami: Exactly. He didn’t use high term words cosmic, nature, 
supernatural, like what I use little strange words. Strange means little 
high technical words. Every being, whoever here, everybody’s God 
and Goddesses, divine Souls. Any person can do miracles. Miracles is 
like a chocolates. If you focus on getting some power, miracles, you 
are the biggest stupid in the universe. Period. I’m saying seriously. 
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Who cares about miracles, Swami giving some ash, some lingam, it’s 
not coming from heaven. It’s not coming from heaven. Some, some 
are power objects. Who really I’m giving privately with them, some 
supernatural objects - that is little different, “Oh, Swami gave a 
beautiful ring to me.” It’s a most powerful, miracles there. It means if 
you started to think, you have to admit in a psychiatry hospital. 
Seriously, Jesus, he did a water to change to wine and duh, duh, duh, 
a lot of miracles. ! What is his biggest miracle, Philip? 

Philip:  Opening hearts.  

Swami: No, miracles.  

Monika L.:  Raising the dead.  

Swami: What? 

Monika L.:  Making someone come alive when he is dead. 

Philip: Lazarus, raising a man called Lazarus, from the dead. 

Monika L.: He made someone alive who was dead. 

Swami: Is there anybody want to see like that? Seriously, I’m asking. 
Who want to die? 

Anya:  I will. I’d love to. 

Swami:  I know you have going a little hard time, please, no Anya, 
we need you! 

Anya:  I hope you bring me back if you did! 

Swami:  Swami did with a bird,  you seen that? 

Terry: Yes. 

Swami: I didn’t ask your experience just talk openly. It’s a big 
exchanging the energy. Stand up, just you ask my question, question 
to answer.  First of all, do you think it’s a magic?  Be honest; talk 
openly.  

Terry:  No. ! 

Swami: You seen one hundred percent? ! 
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Terry:  I saw it from start to finish, yes. 

Swami:  What? 

Terry: From when you started, when you came out with the bird, 
until the bird was back alive, I saw the process. 

Swami:  You were always with me?  

Terry:  Yes. 

Swami: Have I pulled out anything from my pocket or anything in 
my sleeve, anything from my hairs?  From anything my nose, ears? 

Terry: No, you pulled your sleeves up too, so we could see there 
wasn’t anything there. 

Swami:  How much big bird it is?  

Terry:  It was a pigeon. ! 

Swami:  It’s like little one? ! 

Terry:  A full-grown pigeon.  

Swami:  What do you mean? 

Terry:  Grown up. 

Nancy:  Adult. 

Swami:  It’s like a huge? Like? 

Terry:  Like that. 

Swami: Okay, it means it’s not possible to hide in the nose and ears 
and the sleeves.  When I cut that head, the blood is bleeding? 

Terry:  Warm blood. 

Swami:  Warm blood?  What do you mean, temperature blood? 

Terry:  Yes. 

Swami:  It means I created like a hot, hot like evaporating? 
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Terry:  No, it was from the bird. 

Swami:  How many minutes it takes? 

Terry:  To kill him - two or three. 

Swami:  Two or three minutes. After, I wrap that bird with my scarf, 
entire the bird only the little neck? 

Terry:  Only the neck. ! 

Swami:  Is it same bird, or another bird?  

Terry:  Same bird. ! 

Swami:  You sure? ! 

Terry:  I’m sure. ! 

Swami: How it came back? 

Terry: Uh, you held the bird and then, in probably two minutes, I 
saw it’s eyes moving, and it was back alive. 

Swami:  When it’s cut off the head, the body’s smiling or it’s just . . .  

Terry:  It was hanging. ! 

Swami:  It was dead? ! 

Terry:  It was dead. 

Swami:  You sure? Are you Doctor?  

Terry:  Positive it was dead.  

Swami:  Positive uh? ! 

Terry:  Mmm- huh. 

Swami:  Look, it’s not necessary to show if there is a soul will-power 
connecting to the cosmic, connecting to the supernatural energy. 
Anything can be possible in the universe, but you can’t misuse that 
power for yourself. If you use, if you misuse that power for yourself, 
any person in the universe, any powerful healer, they are in the huge 
problem or that power can disappears. 
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The reality, real gift, what everybody have to ask from the God, from 
the real love from him... “Swami, I want money. Swami, I want to 
become huge business successful man.” Hey, you are not bringing 
any money with you when you’re dying. Even if you have a beautiful 
diamonds crown, who cares? When your dying your grandsons, your 
girl, they are taking out nothing, they are throwing some flowers on 
you burying it, or burning it here. It’s not important. Completely, it’s 
not important. 

Look, nobody have no idea how long we are going to stay, when we 
are going to die. What’s happening this planet, what happening 
tomorrow, it’s a big mystery. Maybe big confusions is having every 
persons, “Swami, why you doing the cross is bleeding? Why you 
doing the cross, something, making some miracles power?”  I’m not 
doing as a fun. I’m not doing as a to showing my greatness.  I’m not 
doing as for to… to bring to every persons to create strongest faith. 
It’s impossible to the faith to create, there is no limit there. Today I 
can create with showing one miracle, to giving a one chocolate, 
making happy and to hook him. How long that ‘monkey mind’ I can 
play with that to keeping on to him to show, and show, and show, 
and teach, and teach, and teach to hold him to put in spirituality?  Is 
it any end for that?  Uh-uuh. 

It has to come from your heart. You need something special from the 
God. You need something special from him in your life, something 
pleasant, something a beautiful gift. When you feel yourself, “What is 
myself? Hey, what is my life?” You have to feel such a glorious, such 
a strongest happiness in your heart. Jesus, even though he is dying, 
he have incredible powers in his hands. I can say he’s a God but he 
never said he’s a God. He can do wonders. He never used his powers 
for himself. He’s always thinking for others, “What can I help him, 
what can I help him?” He never crush anybody from his mouth, even 
though somebody screaming on him, just simply his answer - smiling. 
Simply loving them, simply is accepting whatever their energy 
they’re throwing on him. 

So, my Dear Divine Souls, “Oh, everybody we came here to the 
Swami, it’s a beautiful Christmas, it’s a beautiful celebration. We 
learned eighteen mantra’s, two yantras, many healing techniques. 
Forget it, that is only what I learned, the knowledge.” Knowledge is 
different - love is different. If you have the huge love, you no need to 
learn any knowledge. Through the love… if you can win the love, 
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God is your servant. He is your big slave in your life. Until to you 
reach him, he’s your big protector. That is the Jesus message in the 
world, “You look to me, I look to you. I can forgive all your mistakes, 
when it is, when you completely accept all your mistakes. When you 
completely surrender to me, then I’m with you.” If you’re not 
surrendering uh-uh - no chance, even though you learn ten million 
mantra’s, even though you learn ten million language’s of traditions 
of the prayers, even though you learn incredible powers, some 
healing techniques, you can do wonders. That’s not permanent. One 
day you are losing it. No doubt. 

When you can keeping on, you can bring with you, then you have to 
understand the peoples pain, the peoples love. When your heart is 
open for them, then you are a big healer. You are a healer. The 
healing energy is bleeding from your heart, it’s bleeding from your 
soul. Whatever disease it is, whatever sickness it is, whatever it is 
emotional problems the patient have - you can easily, you can heal 
him with your love. 

Even we can when you saw the Mother Theresa picture, especially in 
my experience, if I saw Mother Theresa’s picture, without my notice, 
in my tears… I mean my eyes, the tears is starting to come out. Her 
soul is like that. She never care, even though it is dirty, it’s like a bad 
smell. She smiles, “Oh my dear child, what’s your problem?” Just she 
touches, she cleans with her hands, no gloves, nothing in her hand. 
She holds that, even though the patient is incredible disease, she is 
kissing and making him happy – holding him. What I seen in entire 
in my life - one is Jesus soul, number two is Mother Theresa’s soul, 
period. I didn’t seen any soul like that in my life. Who cares if a 
person have incredible powers? 

Sometimes, even I’m not talking on Baba. He’s a like avatar, he’s like 
working with Karma’s, he’s keeping a little distance. If he started to 
putting you some troubles and giving some testings on you to bring 
up, he goes his own way. Cooking, taking back how much he cooked, 
putting again, cooking, taking back. That’s ok, it’s a good one way, 
it’s a good process, but for to Christmas my message, open your 
hearts, everything is so, so, so beautiful our lives. Don’t suck negative 
feelings on your friends, negative feelings on your wives, negative 
feelings on your husbands, negative feelings on your children. It is so 
hell.” 
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So, come to point. It’s not my bringing my reputation to showing my 
greatness, to showing the miracles to the cross is bleeding. It is doing, 
I want to connect the Jesus, it’s a my process. I don’t think so I 
explained anybody?  I told, “Ok, the cross, the blood is bleeding?”  
Have I told before? Directly? I told very few. I can’t keep some secrets 
sometimes - it’s my weakness. When everybody is making me happy, 
“Hey, I’m doing this, I’m doing that, like going…” So, it’s my process 
sucking the Jesus to giving the highest resistance power, to will- 
power, to bring that light to entire the universe to heal the people.  

Today, who completely surrender to the Jesus energy, four 
fundamentals, I‘m asking four gifts from everybody. One - killing 
your jealousy, no chance jealousy. Two - opening your heart one 
hundred percent. Three - big huge egoism, “I, I, I…” forget “I,” that 
word, “Hey, I did this.”  If you heal somebody, he cured a cancer… 
Nowadays, some healer they are saying, “Hey, I healed him, so and 
so!” He’s putting his newspaper, he’s writing about his greatness, “I 
did that.  I’m a so great healer. I am so great healer!”  I am means, he 
is a big devil in the universe, seriously.  ‘I am’ means he’s a big devil 
in the universe. You’re getting healing from a devil.  Without God’s 
help, without cosmic energy, where he is? Just think logically. 
Without father and mother, where he came from? At least he has to 
say thanks to his father and mother. Who is he? He, “I, I, I, I did.” 
That egoism has to wash out! 

Four - huge forgiveness, if you can’t forgive, uh-uh no chance.  Why 
the Jesus become like a huge loving man? When the love comes, 
when he started to give for you... when you forgive him, you like him. 
Again you loves him, again you like that person, is it make sense?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  If you can’t forgive, mmh-uh, that jealousy, egoism, angry, 
proudness, these are all improving in you. We can’t see in the Jesus 
life history anywhere, these qualities. Is it true?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  Even though somebody’s screaming on him, throwing rocks, 
giving punishing him, simply he’s smiling and laughing,  “Ok, my 
father is doing this way, all pains is going to my father. I’m not 
getting anything.” That is the real, real, real love. You have to 
improve that qualities today, then today onwards, try to see how 
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everybody lives goes very easily, great successfully, great peacefully, 
no doubt one hundred percent. When you created huge love, a 
hundred percent can’t cheat you. Even though he cheated, one day he 
comes back to you. Suppose a person came with huge angry to slap 
you - just you surrender to him, “Ok, come on slap me.” He can slap 
you Monika L.?  I’m asking you a question. 

Monika L.: Well, he might be able to slap you, but it won’t have the 
same affect on you. 

Swami:  One time he can slap, second time if you show another... 
“Ok, you slap here, there is one more, come on.” There is no big 
chance. Seriously, there is no big chance. You have to be in control 
even though some body is screaming on you. You have to say in your 
inner sense, “Come on, ok, that’s ok, calm down, calm down – cool 
down.  He’s my brother, he is my sister, he is my son. He don’t know. 
God bless him, God bless you.”  Otherwise, even again if you start to 
screaming on him, he slap you once, you slap him twice, or if you 
have a gun – shooting him. There is your life end. There is your life 
end. Forget about whole your life, entire and when...how long your 
going to stay in this planet, whole your life it stays with you guilty. If 
you shoot one person, until to you die your soul guilty and painful, 
you can’t get out from that pain. That’s period. Because of, you can’t 
control your egoism, “He’s screaming on me, he’s like a nothing in 
front of me!” jumping on him. 

When you are creating such qualities in you, the good fortune never 
comes. It’s a Jesus messages what I’m talking, what I felt, that energy. 
You can’t bring good fortune in your life. Even though the good 
fortune is coming, until to here, ready to eat. Some people can see 
practically in your life, “Hey, tomorrow I’m getting like huge money!” 
until to your mouth, it goes to back. You understand?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami: Suppose something, good luck came into your life and in the 
nick of a moment, in the small, little, big state and ready to hit that, 
it’s escaping, because of, “One plus Swami I’m so kind, I’m not doing 
any wrong, I’m not doing any mistake.  I’m so completely, very 
honest in my business with my partner.”  But there is no good 
fortune is coming, even though you’re so honest, so sincerity. It 
means some people definitely in my group here, those students, Baba 
energy and Jesus energy, it’s making them so, so, so huge testing on 
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them one hundred percent. 

I, entire... many times, “Please get them back. Please give their file to 
me.  I can handle it.”  There is a huge reason. Entire the universe, 
their section, they have to take care of one part. It’s like a new 
message in the world, their lives I’m seeing but it’s a big confusion to 
me sometimes what Baba and some of saints they are doing in their 
lives.  I’m handling like, I’m connecting some hundreds of thousand - 
seventy-five, eighty percent people so happy in their regular life. 
They’re gong very happy.  Certain, like few people, very tough, 
tough means like a diamond rock, even my energy’s not breaking 
that. 

From the 2,000, very smooth highway, almost all ninety-five percent 
of my student, like a highway road - no bumping’s, no spare brakes if 
they follow this qualities very smooth. So my Dear Divine Souls, 
learning knowledge is one part. Improving these qualities, one part, 
implementing to keeping on that qualities forever and ever until to 
your last breath, that is really, really great quality. To sincere honest, 
humbleness, faithful with master – that is another quality. I never 
expect from anybody, my students, they have to be with me, they 
have to offer with me as a God. I never care. To me as a friendly, I’m 
giving my solutions, my messages, whatever I can do - helping.  Is 
there anybody I commanded on, “You should do this! You should do 
this?” Anybody?  Can show anybody one? One person, “Hey you 
have to do this, you have to do this, you have to do this.” Never!  Be 
honest. Clint? 

Clint:  Never. ! 

Swami:  Monika L.?  

Monika L.:  I’m thinking. 

Swami: You’re sister with Ramakrishna.  Ok, let me finish my one 
talk. I’ll give good clear idea. If I’m, there a little confusing mind, 
there a little uncomfortable, little wavering strange nature, I’ll give 
my solutions, “Hey, you should do this. You should go this way, you 
should go this way.” Even though I’m giving solutions, finally I say, 
“Wherever you’re there, wherever you have, wherever you are 
staying, I’m so happy, be happy. You no need to follow Swami 
Kaleshwar. You no need to follow - just you be happy. Don’t be in 
confusion. I need your happiness; that is my selfishness. Now talk.” 
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Monika L.:  Now, it’s true. ! 

Swami:  Philip?  That’s not true? 

Philip:  I’m laughing at my wife. 

Swami: What is your feeling?  

Philip:  I have to think.  

Swami:  Oh, my gosh… 

Philip:  It’s true; it’s true. 

Swami: Of course I gave a few people promises, “Ok, definitely you 
are receiving this. Ok, I’ll give this to you, I’ll bless to you.” I can 
bless to fulfill their desires, but even sometimes I’m working with 
them very, very powerfully. Sometimes even my heart is not 
accepting what I’m doing, to be honestly. In this chair it means it’s 
like a dharma beat. You know Dharma beat? It’s like a chair, like a 
judgment chair, like a judge when he’s writing some judgments for to 
somebody’s lives. In this chair I bless hundreds of thousands of 
people. I’m, when I sit in this chair, almost all... sometimes I’m little 
tricky master to escaping. Tricky means, little escaping nature. I 
promise some few, like three, four people, like a two males, one 
female, “Ok, you’ll get this. You’ll get this, you’ll get this.” I’m trying 
very hardly, to make them to get successful to take off their life. 

I made the connected to Jesus, Mother Mary, Baba, Angels, some of 
stuff. Even I’m working, sometimes my mind goes so, so, so crazy. 
Why I should do this strange, crazy stuff in my life? Why I should kill 
myself, my heart?  Killing my heart means, my feeling is not 
accepting. My feelings inside as a mind, ‘a monkey mind,’ it’s not 
accepting. “Hey forget it. Why you bothering? Why yourself you’re 
bothering?” Again, my heart is saying, “Oh, crazy monkey, come 
down.” It’s your duty, it is in the process, you have to take care, you 
have to suck their negativity, you have to purify, you have to make 
them to throw it, just do your duty. One day, automatically they 
know how to swim.  Just you hold them in the water, like a take a 
rope, put them in there, throw them in the water - hold it. When they 
are going down, pull it back until to they swim. When after they 
swim, bringing them back, then you release your thread, put on your 
arm you go back.  They can swim. You understand?  
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Some people with my heartfully I’m working, but they are in the like 
a ninety-five percent successful already - I didn’t open their doors yet. 
Ok, now you can swim it, but just I closed the shudders. If I open, 
definitely little strange their ego, “Oh, proudness, oooh…” it comes 
out. “So Swami, only you’re talking to two, there people, what about 
all of us?  You’re not making to us swim?” Of course today is one day, 
it’s enough, like your hundred years meditation power, enough - 
new millennium enough, old millennium coming new millennium. 
Opening your hearts it’s a natural, the ‘monkey minds,’ thinking too 
much crazy, doubting, confusion, huge angry, ready to kill with gun. 
“Who is Swami Kaleshwar? What is his crazy stuff?  Why I should do 
this crazy stuff?” Whatever the tradition, it’s tradition - all spiritual 
peoples they went the same door. Even if we think on Shirdi Baba 
how he really went in his life hard time without having any food, 
without having a good clothes, under the water, under the rainwater, 
the huge cold.  How he suffered…  He also came as a human body, 
he have also catch cold, fever, burning, it’s natural to his human body. 
If we think as a human hearts how he really face his pain. 

Some years outside of the village under the trees huge rain is coming 
– no shadow, whole village decided, “No chance, you’re not entering 
in the village.” His master either, “Don’t go any village. You have to 
stay in that village.” The villagers kicked him out. He stayed under 
the tree in an old Dwarkamai, dirty Dwarkamai where he lives in a 
small temple. After, even though he got a little success, big rains 
coming. Wherever he feel comfortable he sleeps in outside of the 
roads in a mud, in a dirty places. He have a huge incredible power; 
he stayed on only the order of the master, his master. “He gave this, 
I’m doing it - period.” He never use the power like a showing much 
miracle, like a Jesus or anybody else. If at any important, necessary 
time, he did it, ordinary time - simple guy. 

If you think as a human person as your friend, if you think as a Baba, 
what he faced the problems - it’s not normal. It’s a huge painful, 
incredible painful, like four days, five days back when I’m there with 
the Muslims, with their coming and fighting on me. Who heard that? 
How many people heard like a huge crowd people came on me?  I 
thought today is my ending day definite they are killing me. One 
person, I don’t want to say, put a gun. One person he have a knife – 
his emotion I’m seeing, looking his eyes. He’s ready to shot, and one 
person’s ready to throw the knife on me. There is no mistake at all to 
me, just I’m simple, I’m making my walls to giving boundaries. Like 
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forty people, like big strong guys, like they came like big evils. I 
never go outside generally, you ever seen I’m just going outside of? 
Mostly I’m in the... my bad luck, early morning just I came, I walk 
out, outside of the wall and watching construction their making. 
They came. They are ready to attack on me using incredible crazy, 
screaming on me.  Simply I’m laughing. All my boys, some of Indian 
devotees all this back street, they run, they came, they are ready to 
fight, like a killing, like a blood bleeding out. Simply with my eyes all 
I told my boys, Indians, “Shut up, please! Silence!” One man, he’s like 
a huge like a leader, he’s screaming and screaming and screaming… 
his assistant have a gun and knife, I’m seeing it, and I can see but so 
crazy, huge illusions! I’m laughing myself, “Ok, I need it, go ahead, 
do it.” Fifteen, twenty minutes, twenty minutes I made him to talk. 
Just I walked. Finally, twenty minutes later he tired after shouting 
and shouting.  Swami said, “Ok, I can talk you now? Ok, what is your 
desire’s list? What do you want?  So you want this property - take it.  
Then, what you want? You want to fix this wall?  You want some 
money, how much you want?  You want put your arch, your symbol?  
Where you want to put your symbol?  Have it.” 

After, I’m just simply accepting whatever he wants, opening my 
heart like, “Go ahead, what do you want?” Finally, he came back, 
“I’m so sorry, only I want this one.” He asked like a peanut, like a 
small thing, “I want only here.” Then I asked him, “You want coca 
cola?  You’re so tired.”  Finally the childrens, they made him to coca 
cola, like four people who are like very strong, they drink coca cola, 
“Thank you so much.” Go. They didn’t’ came back yet. Who was 
huge screaming on me, he got high temperature, he’s in Manipal 
Hospital right now. Fever something, they don’t know; he’s in 
Manipal Hospital. Just I got message he’s in Manipal Hospital getting 
treatment.  It means, what I’m saying guys, look Baba life, Jesus life, 
Rama Krishna Parmahamsa life, many saints’ life, here ninety-five 
percent people is like a saint’s energy, like a saint’s life.  Is it true? 

Group comments:  We don’t’ know, you tell us.  We hope so.  

Swami:  Is it true Monika L? ! 

Monika L:  Here? ! 

Swami:  What? 

Monika L:  I’m sorry, say it again. ! 
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Swami: Ninety-five percent people lives here, like a saint’s life? Is it 
true?  

Monika L:  In this room? ! 

Swami:  Uh-ha. 

!Monika L:  Yes. ! 

Swami:  What about Philip? ! 

Monika L:  Is his a saint’s life? ! 

Swami:  Saint’s life. ! 

Monika L:  Life? ! 

Swami:  Mmmm-hmm. He’s a saint? ! 

Monika L:  Is he? (group laughs) 

Swami: No, don’t’ laugh I’m serious. He’s doing one level, incredible 
hard work, some of negativity playing with him in his life but from 
the 2000 I assume not only he, in his family and Jonathan family and 
Ramakrishna life, and Martin, Herbert is a... one part, Clint. What I 
observe, like a beautiful…who hooked me strongly, the energy is 
playing with them.  Is it true Ramakrishna? 

Ramakrishna:  Yes. 

Swami: Putting them in big confuse, creating lot of doubts, creating a 
lot of unbalancing. Not unbalancing, it’s like a creating them, 
themselves feel a little, ”Why is spirituality? What is this? Is it real or 
not?  Such a strange thoughts is coming up.”  Is it true Monika L.? 

Monika L.:  Yes, very strange. ! 

Swami:  You still angry on Swami?  (Monika laughs softly).   

Monika L:  No. ! 

Swami:  Be honest, is a good energy to clarify you?  

Monika L:  No. ! 

Swami: I said be honest. Yes, you have angry on me?  
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Monika L.:  No, I was being honest. ! 

Swami:  No angry? ! 

Monika L.:  No. 

Swami: It’s a good if somebody have angry on me. I can tease them a 
lot. Ok but... it’s a miracle, one of beautiful gift what their family 
receiving, what I’m going to channeling today in their lives, a 
beautiful holy soul, it started to come in their life, a powerful, like an 
avatar. Their house is, I think I checked, I talk with them like one and 
half hour, one hour, one and half hour?  

Student:   More. 

Swami:  Like one and half, two hours minimum. Two hours I talk to 
them. I talk, like a bullets my questions, “Hey, just your question to 
answer.” A beautiful person’s soul is coming in their lives. Today is 
the beginning day. So, it’s a soul beginning day, the soul starting to 
working on their family. So when exactly, when it is after in a couple 
days, we will know exactly, clearly everything. 

He’s like a Jesus. He’s like a, not like a Jesus, like an Indian high, 
powerful traditional soul, a powerful healer, a powerful magic 
person.  It’s coming in their family. I’m inviting and I’m blessing 
them in their lives. So, from beginning I have still big confusing, 
“Hey, what they’re going to take decision? Hey, what they are going 
to torture me?” Like I’m in that person, I’m with them, I’m in the 
middle - like a huge torturing.  Why you laughing man? 

Ramakrishna:  Me? 

!Swami:  Yes, Ramakrishna. 

!Ramakrishna:  I thought it was funny. ! 

Swami:  What’s funny? 

!Ramakrishna:  On the top of my head, the light is psssspt... 

Swami: It means I release my stress out (group laughs). Like, ok I’m 
done telling to that. That’s ok. So, my Dear Students, sticking with 
one master, following one process, following with your heart until to 
your last breath, it brings in your life such a happy and joy, such a 
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great wisdom, whatever it is. Look in Indian tradition, thousands of 
saints, very famous few saints, just you read their stories how they 
went horrible, strange life in them, in their lives. If you imagine with 
that life, if you compare their lives in your... implementing in you, it’s 
like a just peanuts, your life. What I am blessing, no need to be 
everybody’s like that. Do your duties, be happy enjoy yourself to be 
in your control, to do your process in an exact path. One day one 
master, another day one master…”Swami, you’re doing the cross, 
bleeding, you’re connecting the Jesus. Jesus is a God,” no doubt he’s 
a God, he’s our friend, we are also Gods, we are also divine souls.  
We have full commanding on him; we can get whatever we want 
with our love. Is it true? Is it true?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  No doubt, so to connecting with the holy people’s souls it’s 
not bad. What my meaning, to jumping different masters, one 
person’s doing hatha yoga for one year, another person doing one 
siddhi yoga, one person kandhana yoga, one person doing kundalini 
yoga, different saints, different yogas, finally you go in samadhi yoga, 
final samadhi.  All your friends can bring one flower to you, “Good 
bye.” (group laughs) very, very dangerous. 

If you’re interested something, if you hook your master’s soul from 
your bedroom, if you improve that channel, even though I’m 
sleeping here, even though I left my body, even though my soul is 
different places, you can hook me, it’s not big problem. Really 
hooking, hooking, taking fulfill desires.  Some people, their crying, 
their angry and talking with my photos, like fighting with my photos, 
taking my picture like this, putting backside like this. This is true. I 
know that. Like this picture sometimes I’m laughing, like this one 
style they’re putting backside, again they’re walking in their home, 
their heart doesn’t accept, “Ok, we’re putting again front.” Again, 
they’re turning me like front. I feel, “Ok, good.” 

Some people, taking my pictures and giving a present as a donation 
to somebody.  After giving to somebody, again they’re getting little 
strange, uncomfortable. Something, they’re inner feelings not 
accepting.  Suppose something, any little problem happen, they have 
so own guilty, “Oh, maybe I gave that photo to them, I got this 
trouble.  Again, he’s going to begging that man, “Please, can you give 
that photo back to me?  Can you give that back, my master’s picture?” 
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Again putting same place. 

They can’t throw, they can’t turn up, it’s like a little strange. Of 
course that is the love, that is Swami need it, and something your 
struggling with, something it means your karma is almost burning - 
your something, your something, your frustrating for something.  
Just I’m taking example like on me. Sometimes me, when I comes 
from outside and I’m so angry on Baba, I never look at him. I come 
straight, I didn’t look at him, I go straight in my, I take hot shower, I 
lay down. Then somebody waiting for me comes, talking like three 
days, four days, five days, one week.  Mm-mmmm - no chance, not 
even one percent, so, so angry. Somebody didn’t... somebody’s work 
he didn’t’ fulfill, really, really I’m crying and weeping and, “Please 
make them happy.” He’s not doing. “Oh my God, why should 
something huge, crazy stuff he’s throwing on me?”  Forget it, like 
four days, five days… Then my angry, angry means like a huge one 
love, like a huge commanding on him, “Why can’t you do me? It’s 
not my selfishness.  It’s for to them. Why can’t you do?”  Like that 
you can ask to Baba. What I’m saying, my example, you can ask like 
that, “Hey why can’t you do me for that?” 

Sometimes, I should come exact, like a full moon day, like thousands 
of people waiting.  I have to come and give interviews to make them 
happy.  It’s my duty, that’s his advise. Unfortunately, if I not able to 
come in time, maybe like early morning, like next day I came, I have 
no dareness to come and to see his face - I’m so guilty.  I go that door, 
taking shower, bringing energy, coming straight, not looking his face, 
just fall down his feet, catching, “Please forgive me. I can work for 
two days very strongly, then what I am suppose to work? I can make 
very happy each person, promise, ”Then I look his face, “Thank you.”  
It’s not my psychiatric problem, it’s an energy, no doubt Baba is 
sitting here, this is one hundred percent.  Is it true Monika L? 

Monika L:  Definitely true.  

Swami:  Anya? 

!Anya:  Yes, one hundred percent he is there. 

Swami: It’s not... I’m not psychiatric patient; I’m not a little crazy. I 
know what I’m talking exactly. It is a soul-to-soul connection. So my 
Dear Divine Souls, be relaxed, take food, open your heart, what I 
mentioned that four important things, what are they Philip? Can you 
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tell me what I mention that four? 

Philip:  I can’t remember them all.  

Swami:  Clint? 

Clint:  No jealousy, no egoism, forgiveness and doing that forever 
and ever, all these qualities. 

Jonathan:  Open your heart. 

Swami: That is real jewelry in your neck - God is in your neck. When 
you switch on that, you can talk to God, “Hello,” easily. So, don’t 
think, “Oh Swami, we want to go, everybody to come to the cave. We 
want to see everybody.”  Anybody have like that type of feelings?  Be 
honest. 

Lothar:  Swami’s asking, who is wishing to go to the cave? 

Swami:  Like eagerly, like, “I want to come first, I want to come first,” 
like that?  Who thinks, “I want to be first in the cave and I want to see 
cross and I want to be first down there to experience the miracle?” 

Lothar:  Ok Swami, I want to. 

Swami:  How many people?  One, two, three, four, five, those people 
the very last group. (He counts out loud again one to eleven hands) this 
group is very last. (group laughs) Seriously, I told beginning, miracle 
is like just a chocolate. It’s like a... who thinks a miracle is very 
important?  Swami gave a big ring, it means he’s a big, I use a little 
crazy word, stupid in the universe, seriously miracles is nothing. 

So take the food relaxly, change your dresses. Everybody is so 
beautiful, maybe I’m exciting to take a group photo with everybody 
and I’ll bring some people to go first in the cave.  Everybody can sit 
under the... near the fire peacefully meditate. I’ll give personal 
mantra, like each person small. When I’m giving personal mantra, 
don’t make me to repeat, “What, what, what?” Don’t drive me crazy. 
Take paper and pen, like that. Take...be a little fresh, take some food, 
eat, put some water, fresh, attend here. 

Then I want four, five guys – Ramakrishna, Martin, Clint, Philip and 
Jonathan – have to carry the cross to fix in the cave. And until to now 
it’s ok, it’s done. So can you do that Philip? So you’re the person, you 
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have to carry on you’re arm. Put him in arm, in his arm, yah 
shoulders. Then wait...when the blood is starting to bleeding... in 
chance if from my mouth, if I fall down, if anything, if my blood is 
coming from my mouth, there’s a big chance – don’t touch me except 
Philip and Monika. I gave some special process to them to working. 
It’s very serious.  Oh Swami...even if I fall down hitting something, 
anything, whatever it happens just go like ten feet distance out. Ok?  
So where is, where we’re taking group photo’s guys?  Carry on. 

End of Talk 

 

 


